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Abstract
We present experimental evidence on the effectiveness of corporate leniency pro-
grams. Different from other leniency experiments, ours allows subjects to have free-
form communication. We do not find much of an effect of leniency programs. Leni-
ency does not deter cartels. It only delays them. Free-form communication allows 
subjects to build trust and resolve conflicts. Reporting and defection rates are low, 
especially when compared to experiments with restricted communication. Indeed, 
communication is so effective that, with leniency in place, prices are not affected if 
cartels are fined and cease to exist.

Keywords Antitrust · Cartels · Experiment · Leniency program

JEL Classification C92 · L41

1 Introduction

One of the main tasks of antitrust authorities is to fight cartels. Leniency programs 
can help. In such programs, an Antitrust Authority (AA henceforth) offers a fine 
reduction to firms that report a cartel. Since the introduction of leniency programs, 
the number of cartels prosecuted has increased in both the United States and Euro-
pean Union (Motta 2004; Spagnolo 2008). Whether this is due to the success of 
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leniency programs or merely reflects an increase in cartel activity is unclear. Since 
cartels are secretive, it is hard to assess this empirically.1 Experimental methods may 
shed some light.

In most leniency experiments in the literature, subjects can communicate in a 
restricted manner, essentially by sending signals. Yet, studies without leniency have 
shown that lessons drawn from cartel experiments with restricted communication 
may not translate to environments with free-form communication: Where natural 
conversation is possible. Free-form communication may be important in building 
trust, resolving conflicts, and coordinating collusive strategies. If free-form com-
munication allows firms to build trust, the question becomes whether leniency pro-
grams can break that trust.

We therefore study a leniency experiment that allows for free-form communica-
tion. We let subjects play a repeated game and allow them to discuss anything via 
a computer chat. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to do so.2 However, 
once subjects decide to communicate, they are technically in a cartel and hence may 
be prosecuted. One other important innovation is that we allow subjects to report 
after they have learned that an AA has started an investigation. This also gives sub-
jects the option to discuss their reporting strategy, should there be an investigation. 
For robustness, we consider two leniency regimes that differ in the probability that 
the AA starts an investigation, and in the probability that it finds evidence of the 
existence of a cartel.

We do not explicitly compare free-form communication with restricted commu-
nication. Nor do we study the effect of the number of oligopolists. That would expo-
nentially increase our number of treatments. Rather, we compare our results to those 
in the literature with restricted communication.

Different from experiments with restricted communication, we do not find much 
of an effect of leniency programs. Leniency does not deter cartels. It only delays 
them. Free-form communication allows subjects to build trust and resolve conflicts. 
Subjects achieve remarkable sophistication in the agreements they make. Reporting 
and defection rates are low, especially when compared to experiments with restricted 
communication. Indeed, communication is so effective that, with leniency in place, 
prices are not affected if cartels are fined and cease to exist.

Inevitably, any experiment only partly reflects real-world collusion. We cannot 
impose reputational consequences of being in, or reporting a cartel. We cannot have 
criminal penalties as in the United States or the United Kingdom. In our experi-
ment the likelihood of investigation is exogenous, and the extent of penalties does 
not depend on the amount of communication. There are no additional penalties for 
recidivism. The AA does not learn, and penalties do not depend on how long a cartel 

1 Empirical attempts include Miller (2009), whose findings suggest that in the US leniency has enhanced 
deterrence, and Brenner (2009), who does not find evidence that the 1996 EU leniency program had a 
destabilizing effect.
2 Apesteguia et al. (2007) also allow for free-form communication in a leniency experiment. However, 
they look at a one-shot game. Also, Clemens and Rau (2019) look at free-form communication, but do 
not allow subjects to choose prices or quantities. Hence, they are not able to study how free-form com-
munication affects the effectiveness of collusion.
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has been active. Still, despite these shortcomings, we believe that our experiment 
can shed some light on real-world collusion.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: In Sect. 2 we discuss related 
literature. Section 3 presents our experimental design, while results are reported in 
Sect. 4. Section 5 concludes.

2  Related Literature

As noted in the Introduction, in a number of leniency experiments—most notably 
Hinloopen and Soetevent (2008) and Bigoni et al. (2012)—subjects can communi-
cate in a restricted manner, essentially by sending signals. Yet, many studies have 
shown that in cartel experiments, the results are very different if there is free-form 
communication rather than restricted communication. In this section, we first dis-
cuss the related literature on leniency, then the literature on the effect of communi-
cation on collusion.

The experimental literature on leniency is summarized in Table  1. Apesteguia 
et  al. (2007) study a one-shot homogeneous Bertrand triopoly and allow for free-
form communication. They find that leniency decreases prices, but does not affect 
cartel activity. In Hinloopen and Soetevent (2008) (HS henceforth) subjects indi-
cate an acceptable price range, until a unique price is reached or time runs out. The 
resulting price is the cartel price. Leniency programs are remarkably successful: No 
cartel survives for more than one period, and 97% of the cartels are reported. Prices 
are lower with leniency. In Bigoni et al. (2012) (BFLS henceforth) communication 
is also restricted: Subjects can indicate only their minimal acceptable price. Leni-
ency lowers cartel incidence, but cartels that are formed survive longer. Prices are 
lower with leniency, compared to an AA without a leniency program.3

Hinloopen and Onderstal (2014) study auctions. If bidders collude, one is ran-
domly assigned as the designated winner and does side payments to the others. Leni-
ency then increases the number of cartels and prices. In Clemens and Rau (2019), 
subjects do not set prices or quantities and decide only whether to form and report a 
cartel. Leniency then lowers cartel incidence, but increases it if the ringleader can-
not apply for leniency.4

Now consider the effect of communication, summarized in Table 2. Studies on 
collusion with restricted communication (but without an AA) typically find that 
communication has only temporary effects on cartelization. In Holt and Davis 
(1990) for example, sellers can send a non-binding price announcement before they 
commit to a price. Initially, such announcements have a large effect on prices, but 
the effect soon disappears. Other studies find similar results (see Table  2). Stud-
ies that allow free-form communication find collusive effects that are larger and 

3 Bigoni et al. (2015) extend the study and also find a beneficial effect of leniency programs. They study 
how a change in the fine, and the probability of obtaining that fine, affects deterrence.
4 Hamaguchi et  al. (2009) take a similar approach and find that larger cartels break down sooner; the 
extent of leniency has no effect.
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persistent. Fonseca and Normann (2012) also find a hysteresis effect: When subjects 
can no longer chat, prices are significantly higher compared to a case where commu-
nication was never possible.

Summing up: In experiments with restricted communication, leniency programs 
typically decrease prices and reduce cartel activity. Experiments without leniency 
find a small and temporary effect of restricted communication on collusion. With 
free-form communication, there is a profound and persistent effect. Indeed, Cooper 
and Kühn (2014, p. 271) conclude that “[c]ommunication is fundamentally different 
when subjects participate in a natural conversation rather than using a limited mes-
sage space.”

3  Experimental Design

In a nutshell, our experimental design is as follows. Subjects play a repeated homo-
geneous Bertrand duopoly. In each period, if both subjects decide to communicate, 
free-form communication takes place.5 A cartel is then established. A cartel exists 
whenever there has been communication that is still undetected by the AA. A cartel 
is detected and breaks down whenever it is reported to, or discovered by the AA. 
Second, subjects choose prices. Third, an antitrust investigation may be opened. 
Fourth, subjects can apply for leniency. If anyone does, the AA finds evidence for 
sure. Without an application, the AA may still find evidence. If evidence is found, 
fines are imposed.

We create an environment that is most susceptible to cartels: Leniency programs 
have the most scope to be effective if there are many cartels to start with. We there-
fore focus on Bertrand duopolies; this market structure is most prone to collusion in 
the lab (see, e.g. Haan et al. 2009). Moreover, we allow subjects to apply for leni-
ency after an antitrust investigation has been announced. This broadens the scope 
for communication, as it also allows subjects to coordinate on the course of action 
after such an announcement. Indeed, in the real world many leniency applications 
occur only after an AA has announced an investigation.6

We use fixed matchings: Every subject plays with the same competitor in all peri-
ods. We refer to each such matching as a market. Subjects play at least 20 periods. 
After that, there is a probability of 20% in each period that the experiment ends. 
This is determined by a random computer draw, independently per group. Hence, 
the number of periods played differs per market.

In more detail, the experiment unfolds as follows: We first discuss the leniency 
treatments, as these are the most involved. In stage 1, each subject decides whether 
to communicate by pressing a ‘YES’ or a ‘NO’ button. In stage 2, if both pressed 

5 Communication is only allowed to be in English. We do not believe that this is a problem, as the Fac-
ulty of Economics and Business at the University of Groningen, where the experiment was conducted, 
has an international student body and almost all degree programs are taught in English.
6 In the US, about 50% of leniency applications are made after a formal investigation has started (Ham-
mond 2001). In the Netherlands some 70% of leniency applications occur after an investigation has been 
announced. This is also emphasized in the theoretical analysis in Motta and Polo (2003).
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Table 1  Experimental literature on leniency

ADS: Apesteguia et al. (2007), HS: Hinloopen and Soetevent (2008), BFLS: Bigoni et al. (2012), HO: 
Hinloopen and Onderstal (2014), CR: Clemens and Rau (2019), DHS: this paper. ‘Market’ reflects mar-
ket structure: ‘hom B’ = homogeneous Bertrand; ‘diff B’ = differentiated Bertrand. ‘Communication’ 
reflects whether communication is free-form (free) or restricted (restr). ‘Timing report’ reflects whether 
subjects can report a cartel before prices are observed (pre p), after prices are observed (post p), and/or 
after subjects are informed that an investigation has been opened (post i). ‘Effect cartels’ reflects whether 
leniency results in fewer or more cartels. ‘Effect prices’ reflects the effect of leniency on average market 
prices

ADS HS BFLS HO CR DHS

Market hom B hom B diff B auction exogenous hom B
Firms 3 3 2 3 4 2
Communication free restr restr restr free free
Timing report post p post p pre p post p post p,i

post p
Effect cartels no fewer fewer more fewer
Effect prices lower lower lower higher
Notes one shot no market deci-

sion

Table 2  The effect of communication on collusion in oligopoly experiments

a Cournot competition with buyer groups that jointly purchase inputs.
‘non-b ann’ = non-binding announcement; ‘temp’ = temporarily; ‘pers’ = persistent; ‘diff’ = differenti-
ated; ‘face-to-face’ = communication in person; ‘chat’ = via a computer screen. All Bertrand experi-
ments have homogeneous products. Table 2 only focuses on the results that are relevant for our study

Market Type Effect

Restricted communication
Holt and Davis (1990) Bertrand non-b ann temp higher prices
Cason (1995) Posted offer non-b ann temp higher prices
Cooper and Kühn (2014) Bertrand non-b ann temp higher prices
Waichman et al. (2014) Cournot non-b ann lower quantities
Harrington et al. (2016) Posted offer non-b ann higher prices only when n = 2

Free-form communication
Isaac and Plott (1981) Double auction face-to-face pers higher prices
Isaac et al. (1984) Posted offer face-to-face pers higher prices
Isaac and Walker (1985) Bertrand face-to-face pers higher prices
Brown-Kruse et al. (1993) Hotelling chat collusion
Davis and Holt (1998) Posted offer face-to-face monopoly prices
Fonseca and Normann (2012) Bertrand chat pers higher prices hysteresis
Cooper and Kühn (2014) Bertrand chat pers higher prices
Waichman et al. (2014) Cournot chat lower quantities than with non-b ann
Normann et al. (2015) Cournota chat collusive outcome
Gomez-Martinez et al. (2016) Diff Cournot chat pers higher prices
Harrington et al. (2016) Posted offer chat monopoly prices
Dechenaux and Mago (2019) Bertrand chat pers higher prices
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‘YES’, a computer chat takes place for a limited time.7 A subject that chooses not to 
communicate never learns the communication decision of the other subject. Inevita-
bly, a subject that does choose to communicate will learn the communication deci-
sion of the other subject. Subjects know this beforehand. In our experiment, commu-
nication always implies that a cartel is formed and hence that the participants can be 
fined, regardless of the actual content of the communication.8 A cartel ends only if it 
is detected by the AA. Subjects can thus be prosecuted not only for communication 
in this period, but also for past communication that was not yet detected.

In stage 3, subjects choose prices from {1, 2,… , 10} . Costs are zero, and prod-
ucts are homogeneous. Demand is inelastic and normalized to 1. Hence, the lowest-
priced subject captures the market and makes profits equal to his price. With equal 
prices, the market is shared equally. At the end of this stage, subjects learn both 
prices.

In stage 4, with probability α, the AA opens an investigation, and subjects learn 
this. Next, subjects choose to REPORT or NOT REPORT. Hence, reports can only 
be made after prices and possible investigations are observed. They can also be 
made when there is no investigation, and hence can be used as a punishment device; 
see Spagnolo (2000) and Ellis and Wilson (2001). Reporting costs 0.5.9 Without 
reports, the AA discovers a cartel with probability p; with reports it does so for sure. 
Cartel fines are 9. For simplicity, we thus use fixed fines.10 If a subject was the only 
one to report, its fine is reduced to 1 with an investigation, and to 0 without an inves-
tigation.11 If both report, fines are shared equally. In theory, subjects could go bank-
rupt; but in the actual experiment that is never an issue.

For robustness, we consider two treatments that include the possibility of leni-
ency: In treatment Profound, α = 0.20 and p = 0.75.12 In SuPerficial α = 0.75 and 
p = 0.20 . Thus, Profound has relatively few profound (thorough) investigations that 
have a high probability of uncovering the cartel; while SuPerficial has relatively 
many superficial investigations that have a much lower probability of uncovering a 
cartel. In antitruSt, subjects cannot report, and we set � = 0.15 and p = 1 . Hence, 
in all these treatments, the ex ante probability of cartel discovery is 15% in each 

10 This is different from practice and some other experiments where fines are a percentage of revenues. 
However, Bigoni et al. (2012, p. 371) argue for fixed fines to simplify the subjects’ decision problem and 
to have full control of subjects’ perceived expected fines.
11 This is in line with e.g. US and EU cartel enforcement, where reporting may lead to full leniency if 
the AA has not yet started an investigation.
12 Instructions for this treatment can be found in online Appendix B at http://marco haan.nl/lenie ncyex 
perim ent/. These are couched in neutral terms to avoid normative connotations that may be implied by 
terms like cartel or Antitrust Authority. Instructions for other treatments are similar and available upon 
request.

7 Chats were capped at 90 seconds when a cartel was first formed; at 45 seconds with a cartel in place, 
and at 60 seconds when a cartel is re-established. A countdown timer always appeared on the chat screen.
8 Admittedly, that makes our experimental AA more strict than most real-world AAs. We believe that 
this is immaterial as the subjects are fully aware of this rule. The only alternative would be to have some-
one evaluate during the experiment whether the participants had made price agreements, which leads to 
obvious complications. Moreover, every cartel that was formed in our experiment did make price agree-
ments; see below.
9 We include these to make subjects aware of their reporting decision.

http://marcohaan.nl/leniencyexperiment/
http://marcohaan.nl/leniencyexperiment/
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period.13 Treatment Benchmark has � = p = 0.14 In online Appendix A15 we show 
that with grim trigger strategies (Friedman 1971), colluding on the maximum pos-
sible price is an equilibrium in each treatment. This is still true if we allow for the 
possibility that subjects continue the cartel tacitly after it has been discovered (but 
not reported).

The experiment took place at the Groningen Experimental Economics Labora-
tory (GrEELab) of the University of Groningen. Participants were students at the 
Faculty of Economics and Business. Sessions took between 45 and 75 minutes. Sub-
jects signed up for sessions, and treatments were randomly assigned to sessions: 36 
subjects participated in Benchmark; 34 in antitruSt; 36 in Profound; and 34 in 
SuPerficial.

Printed instructions were provided and read aloud. On their computer, subjects 
first had to answer a number of questions correctly to ensure understanding of the 
experiment. Participants received an initial endowment of 70 points and were paid 
at a rate of €0.10 per point. The initial endowment is large enough to avoid that they 
are ending up with negative earnings from the experiment. Average earnings were 
€15.44 and ranged from €8.00 to €21.80. The experiment was programmed in z-Tree 
(Fischbacher 2007).

4  Results

We are interested in the effect of introducing an AA (comparing antitruSt and 
Benchmark), and in the additional effect of introducing a leniency program (com-
paring leniency treatments and antitruSt). Unless stated otherwise, we use the 
Mann–Whitney U Test (MWU) for the relevant no-treatment effect versus the two-
sided alternative. For our analysis16, we take only the first 20 periods into account.

4.1  Cartels

We first study cartel incidence. A cartel exists if there has been communication that 
is still undetected. Cartel incidence is the percentage of markets that form a cartel. 
If there is no cartel, we describe a market as being competitive. Only cartels can be 
prosecuted. Figure  1 shows how cartel incidence develops over time. Note that it 
is often lower in Profound and SuPerficial than in antitruSt—but not in the final 
periods. Cartel incidence seems to decrease over time in antitruSt and to a lesser 
extent in Profound. In Benchmark we almost converge to full cartelization.17

13 This is in line with Bryant and Eckard (1991) and Combe et al. (2008), who report empirical evidence 
of a conviction probability between 13–17% in the US and 12.9–13.3% in the EU, respectively.
14 Our treatment Benchmark is comparable to treatment communication in HS, and with laiSSez-faire 
in BFLS. Also, our treatment antitruSt is comparable to fine in BFLS and antitruSt in HS.
15 See http://marco haan.nl/lenie ncyex perim ent/.
16 Supporting materials for this paper can be found at http://marco haan.nl/lenie ncyex perim ent/.
17 Note that by construction, cartel incidence in Benchmark cannot decrease over time: A cartel can only 
be dissolved if it is detected by the AA. In Benchmark there is no AA.

http://marcohaan.nl/leniencyexperiment/
http://marcohaan.nl/leniencyexperiment/
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Table 3 gives the overall cartel incidence for all treatments. Entries in the right-
hand panel indicate whether cartel incidence in the row treatment is significantly 
lower (<) or higher (>) than in the column treatment, or whether the difference is 
not significant ( ≈ ) at 10%. We use this convention throughout the paper. The entry 
leniency gives both leniency treatments (Profound and SuPerficial) combined. Our 
unit of observation is the average cartel incidence per experimental market, which 
leaves us with 17-18 observations per treatment. From the table, cartel incidence in 
Benchmark is higher than in the other treatments, at 1% in each case. We find:

Result 1 (Cartel incidence) Introducing an AA substantially decreases cartel inci-
dence. We find no evidence that a leniency program further decreases the number of 
cartels.

This result runs counter to both HS and BFLS, who find that a leniency program 
significantly decreases cartel incidence. A possible explanation is that subjects use 
free-form communication to discuss reporting strategies and build trust, hence mit-
igating the negative effect on cartelization that is found in studies with restricted 
communication. If so, then almost all subjects would discuss their reporting deci-
sion. We show later that this is indeed the case. Hence, we tentatively conclude that 
due to free-form communication, leniency programs have no effect on cartelization 
in our experiment, whereas they lead to fewer cartels in HS and BFLS.

4.2  Prices

Figure 2 shows average market prices over time.18 Initially, Benchmark and anti-
truSt prices appear higher than those in the leniency treatments, but they seem to 
converge in the last 5 periods. Average prices appear to increase over time, espe-
cially in the leniency treatments. This differs remarkably from HS, who find that 
prices decrease over time.19 Tentatively, our free-form communication allows sub-
jects to build trust over time, while the restricted communication in HS does not. 
Indeed, results in HS are in line with the literature that finds that restricted commu-
nication only raises prices temporarily.

From Table 4, prices in antitruSt are significantly higher than in leniency, but 
only at 10%. From Table 5, in the first five periods prices in leniency are indeed 
lower than in antitruSt, but this difference disappears in the last five periods. 
Hence:

18 The market price is the lowest price quoted in a market. Figures for each separate market can be found 
in online Appendix C at http://marco haan.nl/lenie ncyex perim ent/.
19 BFLS do not report how prices develop over time in their experiment.

http://marcohaan.nl/leniencyexperiment/
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Result 2 (Market prices) Introducing an AA does not affect prices. There is weak 
evidence that introducing leniency decreases prices. This is driven by early periods: 
In later periods there is no effect. Prices with a leniency program are not signifi-
cantly different from those without an AA.

HS also find no effect of an AA, but a much stronger effect of leniency. In Cooper 
and Kühn (2014), free-form communication helps in building trust and resolving 
conflicts. That may also explain why leniency has a much smaller effect here.

BFLS find that introducing an AA leads to significantly higher prices. The 
authors argue this is caused by an enforcement effect: Subjects are more reluctant 
to deviate from high cartel prices as their competitor may punish by reporting the 
cartel. However, contrary to BFLS, our antitruSt does not allow for reporting, so 
this is not an issue. BFLS also find that with leniency prices fall back to their level 
without an AA.

4.3  Prices: Digging Deeper

Above, we found weak evidence that the introduction of leniency reduces average 
prices. We now analyze what drives that difference. From Table  6, surprisingly, 
whereas leniency does not affect prices within a cartel, we find weak evidence that it 
decreases prices outside a cartel. Also, cartel and competition prices in Benchmark 
are lower than those with an AA.20 BFLS also find significantly lower competition 

Fig. 1  Cartel incidence per period, across all groups

20 Note however that in Benchmark a cartel cannot break down, so even if cartelists fall out with each 
other and start charging lower prices, they are still in a cartel.
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Table 3  Cartel incidence per 
treatment

Cartel incidence across all periods and groups. Entries in the right-
hand panel indicate whether the row treatment has cartel incidence 
that is significantly higher (>) or does not differ significantly ( ≈ ) at 
10% from that in the column treatment. ‘Anti’ denotes antitruSt; 
‘Prof’ Profound; ‘Sup’ SuPerficial; ‘Len’ leniency. *Significant at 
10%;  ***at 1% (MWU test, two-sided)

Treatment Average Anti Prof Sup Len

Benchmark 85.8% >
∗∗∗

>
∗∗∗

>
∗∗∗

>
∗∗∗

Antitrust 38.5% >
∗ ≈ ≈

Profound 18.3% ≈

Superficial 32.1%
Leniency 25.0%

Fig. 2  Average market price per period, across all groups

Table 4  Market prices

Entries in the right-hand panel indicate whether the row treatment 
yields market prices that are significantly higher (>) or do not differ 
significantly ( ≈ ) at 10% from those in the column treatment. ‘Anti’ 
denotes antitruSt; ‘Prof’ Profound; ‘Sup’ SuPerficial; ‘Len’ leni-
ency. *Significant at 10% (MWU test, two-sided)

Treatment Average Anti Prof Sup Len

Benchmark 7.97 ≈ ≈ ≈ ≈

Antitrust 8.38 ≈ ≈ >
∗

Profound 7.01 ≈

Superficial 6.91
Leniency 6.96
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Table 5  Market prices in early 
and late periods

Asterisks in the ‘Avg’ (Average) column indicate whether average 
prices in the first 5 periods for the relevant treatment significantly 
differ from those in the last 5 periods (Wilcoxon signed-rank test, 
two-sided). Entries in the right-hand panel indicate whether in the 
relevant periods the row treatment yields market prices that are sig-
nificantly higher (>) or do not differ significantly ( ≈ ) at 10% from 
those in the column treatment. ‘Anti’ denotes antitruSt; ‘Prof’ Pro-
found; ‘Sup’ SuPerficial; ‘Len’ leniency. *Significant at 10%;  **at 
5%; ***at 1% (MWU test, two-sided).

Market price Treatment Avg Anti Prof Sup Len

Periods 1-5 Benchmark 6.72 ≈ ≈ ≈ ≈

Antitrust 7.80 >
∗∗

>
∗

>
∗∗

Profound 5.71 ≈

Superficial 5.60
Leniency 5.66

Periods 16-20 Benchmark 8.42∗∗∗ ≈ ≈ ≈ ≈

Antitrust 8.32 ≈ ≈ ≈

Profound 8.04∗∗∗ ≈

Superficial 8.39∗∗

Leniency 8.21∗∗∗

Table 6  Market prices in cartel 
and competition regimes

‘Cartel’ refers to any instance where there has been communica-
tion that is still undetected by the AA. ‘Competition’ refers to any 
instance in which there is not a cartel. Asterisks in the ‘Avg’ (Aver-
age) column indicate whether average prices in the competition 
regime significantly differ from those in the cartel regime (Wilcoxon 
signed-rank test, two-sided). Entries in the right-hand panel indi-
cate whether in the relevant regime the row treatment yields market 
prices that are significantly lower (<), higher (>) or do not differ 
significantly ( ≈ ) at 10% from those in the column treatment (MWU 
test, two-sided). ‘Anti’ denotes antitruSt; ‘Prof’ Profound; ‘Sup’ 
SuPerficial; ‘Len’ leniency. *Significant at 10%; **at 5%; ***at 1%

Regime Treatment Avg Anti Prof Sup Len

Cartel Benchmark 8.52 <
∗∗

<
∗

<
∗∗

<
∗∗

Antitrust 9.40 ≈ ≈ ≈

Profound 9.32 ≈

Superficial 9.65
Leniency 9.50

Competition Benchmark 2.88∗
<
∗∗∗

<
∗∗

<
∗

<
∗∗

Antitrust 7.87∗∗∗ ≈ ≈ >
∗

Profound 6.65∗ ≈

Superficial 5.93∗∗∗

Leniency 6.30∗∗∗
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prices in Benchmark. Their cartel prices are higher with Leniency compared to both 
other treatments. HS find the opposite: Cartel prices with leniency are lower than in 
Antitrust and Benchmark.

From Fig. 3, competition prices seem to increase sharply over time in treatments 
with an AA.21 Note that Fonseca and Normann (2012, 2014) find a hysteresis effect 
of communication: When subjects no longer chat, prices are higher compared to a 
case where communication never occurred. Such an effect may also be present here. 
Essentially, we have two types of markets with competition: Those that were a cartel 
in the past (and where hysteresis may be an issue); and those that were not. The fact 
that competition prices increase over time may be driven by this difference. With 
hysteresis, “post-cartel competition prices” (those in markets with a cartel in their 
past) would be higher than “pre-cartel competition prices” (those in markets with no 
cartel history).

From Table 7, there is indeed a huge difference between pre- and post-cartel com-
petition prices in each relevant treatment. Moreover, there is no difference in pre- or 
post-cartel competition prices between treatments. Comparing average prices in the 
bottom panel of Table 7 to those in the top panel of Table 6, the difference between 
cartel and post-cartel competition prices is not significant for leniency, and only 
significant at 10% for antitruSt.

Hence, hysteresis is indeed an important issue. After a conviction subjects start 
with a clean slate. Yet they often continue to set a high price without the need for 
further communication, and hence without forming a new cartel. Sometimes sub-
jects even explicitly agreed to refrain from further communication but to continue to 
set monopoly prices after a detection. This hysteresis effect is especially strong with 
a leniency program in place. Over time the number of competitive markets that has 
been a cartel in the past will increase. Hysteresis thus explains the increase in aver-
age competition prices in Fig. 3.

From Table 5, we also have that average prices are initially lower with leniency. 
As leniency does not affect either cartel or post-cartel competition prices (from 
Tables 6 and 7), the only possible explanation is that cartels form later under a leni-
ency program. From Table 8, that is indeed the case. Introducing an AA does not 
have such an effect.

In general, subjects are only willing to engage in a cartel if they feel their compet-
itor can be trusted. With a leniency program in place, the competitor not only has to 
be trusted to stick to the price agreement, but also to not to report the cartel. Hence, 
the amount of trust required is now arguably higher. Subjects may then be more 
reluctant to engage in a cartel, and more inclined to wait and see whether high prices 
can be achieved without communication. Hence, cartels form later. This may also 
explain the stronger hysteresis we find with a leniency program in place. Cartels that 
form under leniency have a higher level of trust and hence, when detected, may also 
be better able to sustain high prices without the need for further communication.

21 Comparing prices in the first and last five periods, competition prices significantly (at 1%) increase in 
Profound and in the combined leniency treatments . For cartel prices, those in Benchmark significantly 
increase over time (at 10%; from 8.15 to 8.65). In all other cases, there is no significant trend.
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The most important observations from this subsection are:

Result 3 (Cartel and competition prices) Introducing an AA increases cartel and 
competition prices. Adding leniency decreases competition prices, but still leaves 
them higher than without an AA. There is strong hysteresis: After a cartel termi-
nates, prices remain at a higher level than before the cartel was in place. With leni-
ency, post-cartel competition prices do not differ significantly from cartel prices, 
and cartels form much later.

Once an AA is in place, talk is no longer cheap—at least in the sense that it now 
has real consequences that may be costly. Hence, it may very well be the case that 
engaging in chat now has more of a commitment effect, and hence is more instru-
mental in building trust and increasing cartel prices. The fact that competition 
prices are also higher is driven by hysteresis. After a cartel breaks down, we are 
back to competition, but subjects often honor the agreements they made before the 
breakdown.

4.4  Defecting and Reporting

When studying the effect of a leniency program, it is interesting to learn its effect 
on defections and reporting. Table 9 gives the number of possible defections;22 the 
number of actual defections; and the average defection rate over relevant groups.

Fig. 3  Average market price per period in markets with competition, across groups

22 A defection is defined here as any instance where subjects have an explicit agreement on price, but at 
least one subject sets a different price.
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The number of defections is remarkably low. This differs sharply from HS, who 
find defection rates of 97% under leniency. BFLS report rates that range from 37 to 
56%. Apparently, subjects are less inclined to cheat after an explicit agreement, rather 
than when one is implied by restricted communication. Introducing a leniency program 
seems to increase the defection rate; but the difference with antitruSt is not significant.

Table 7  Competition prices 
before and after a cartel is 
formed

Pre-cartel prices refer to average competition prices in periods where 
a cartel has never been in place, post-cartel prices refer to aver-
age competition prices in periods where a cartel has been in place 
at some point in the past. Asterisks in the ‘Avg’ column indicate 
whether average post-cartel competition prices in that treatment 
differ significantly from average pre-cartel prices in that treatment 
(Wilcoxon signed-rank test, two-sided). ‘dna’ = does not apply (by 
construction, there is no post-cartel in Benchmark). Entries in the 
right-hand panel indicate whether in the relevant regime the row 
treatment yields competition prices that are significantly higher (>) 
or do not differ significantly ( ≈ ) at 10% from those in the column 
treatment (MWU test, two-sided). ‘Anti’ denotes antitruSt; ‘Prof’ 
Profound; ‘Sup’ SuPerficial; ‘Len’ leniency. *Significant at 10%; 
**at 5%; ***at 1%

Regime Treatment Avg Anti Prof Sup Len

Pre-cartel Benchmark 2.88 ≈ ≈ ≈ ≈

Antitrust 3.96 ≈ >
∗∗ ≈

Profound 4.03 ≈

Superficial 2.76
Leniency 3.40

Post-cartel Benchmark dna
Antitrust 8.90 ≈ ≈ ≈

Profound 8.68∗ ≈

Superficial 9.37∗∗

Leniency 9.02∗∗∗

Table 8  Period in which a cartel 
is first formed

Average period in which a first cartel is formed, for each treatment. 
Entries in the right-hand panel indicate whether that average period 
in the row treatment is significantly lower (<) or does not differ 
significantly ( ≈ ) at 10% from that in the column treatment. ‘Anti’ 
denotes antitruSt; ‘Prof’ Profound; ‘Sup’ SuPerficial; ‘Len’ leni-
ency. *Significant at 10%; **at 5% (MWU test, two-sided)

Treatment Average Anti Prof Sup Len

Benchmark 3.83 ≈ <
∗∗

<
∗∗

<
∗∗

Antitrust 4.35 <
∗

<
∗

<
∗∗

Profound 8.89 ≈

Superficial 8.47
Leniency 8.69
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Table 10 studies the reporting decision. The top panel considers all cartels; the 
bottom panel those with a defection; the middle panel those without. ‘Obs’ reflects 
the number of cartel periods (hence the number of periods with the possibility of 
reporting); ‘rate’ is the average incidence over all groups with reports. Reporting 
rates are modest. HS report rates of 80% after a defection; rates in BFLS amount to 
51%. In Profound, we find more reporting than in SuPerficial, also with no defec-
tion. Remarkably, there are many reports without an investigation, especially in Pro-
found. In most cases, this is not due to a defection.

Summing up: We established:

Result 4 (Defecting and reporting) Defection and reporting rates are much lower 
than in experiments with restricted communication. Introducing an AA decreases 
defection rates. The reporting rate is higher with a few profound rather than many 
superficial investigations.

4.5  The Inner Workings of a Cartel

Analyzing chats from our experiment provides a unique opportunity to study how 
subjects manage to create and maintain a cartel – at least in the lab. Table  11 
provides examples of the sophistication that subjects manage to reach in their 
agreements.23

The first panel gives the conversation of group 14 in Profound in period 1. These 
subjects have a particularly effective conversation, agreeing to full collusion, no 
future communication, and even formulating a penalty should anyone not adhere to 

Table 9  Average defection rates

’obs’ is the number of possible defections; ‘defect’ the number 
of actual defections; ‘rate’ the average incidence of defection over 
groups with at least one possible defection. Entries in the right-hand 
panel indicate whether the defection rate in the row treatment is sig-
nificantly higher (>) or does not differ significantly ( ≈ ) at 10% from 
that in the column treatment. ‘Anti’ denotes antitruSt; ‘Prof’ Pro-
found; ‘Sup’ SuPerficial; ‘Len’ leniency. *Significantly different at 
10%;  **at 5%; ***at 1% (MWU test, two-sided)

Treatment Obs Defect Rate Anti Prof Sup Len

Benchmark 309 46 15.2% >
∗∗∗

>
∗

>
∗∗

>
∗∗

Antitrust 131 6 2.9% ≈ ≈ ≈

Profound 66 3 10.5% ≈

Superficial 109 10 6.1%
Leniency 175 13 8.1%

23 It is interesting to compare our chats with those of the infamous lysine cartel, for which a full tran-
script of all conversations is also available. All these conversations also contain explicit price agree-
ments. See Hammond (2005).
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the agreement. The second panel, from SuPerficial, has the same gist. The right-
hand panel, from Profound, shows how subjects use the chat to resolve their con-
flict. Apparently, subject 2 defected by setting price 9 and now proposes that subject 
1 can set 9 in this period to make up for the loss, and that they will both set 10 in all 
future periods.

Table 12 provides summary statistics for the chats. An overwhelming majority 
of groups established a cartel at some point, although the percentage is lower in 
Profound. Groups that chat do so roughly twice on average, but almost six times 
in Benchmark. Chats in SuPerficial are somewhat longer than those in other 
treatments.24

We use content analysis to quantify statements made in the chats.25 Two 
assistants—who were unaware of our research questions–independently classi-
fied all statements (1647 lines in 186 conversations) with the use of a classifica-
tion scheme.26 Individual lines could be assigned to multiple categories. Cohen’s 
(1960) kappa is used as a measure of agreement between coders.27 In Table 13, we 

Table 10  Average reporting 
rates

‘Obs’ is the number of relevant observations, hence the number of 
cartel periods (in which there could have been a report) in the first 
panel; the number of cartel periods with no defection in the second 
panel; and the number of cartel periods with a defection in the third 
panel. ‘Rate’ reflects the average reporting incidence over all groups. 
‘Prof’ denotes Profound; ‘Sup’ SuPerficial.  *Significantly different 
from Profound for that row at 10%;  **at 5% (MWU test, two-sided)

Obs Rate

Reporting Prof Sup Prof Sup

Overall 66 109 25.6% 5.0%∗∗

No investigation 51 25 22.2% 4.5%
Investigation 15 84 36.4% 7.5%
No defection from cartel agreement
Overall 63 99 20.8% 4.5%∗∗

No investigation 50 22 15.2% 3.0%
Investigation 13 77 40.0% 7.5%∗

At least one subject defected from cartel agreement
Overall 3 10 33.3% 33.3%
No investigation 1 3 100.0% 50.0%
Investigation 2 7 0.0% 0.0%

24 Apart from Benchmark, there are only few instances of chats among subjects already in a cartel. Out 
of a total of 20 cartels in each of these treatments, in antitruSt there are 4 periods in which subjects 
communicate while already in a cartel, in Profound there are only 3 and in SuPerficial 11.
25 This methodology is also used in, e.g., Cooper and Kühn (2014) and Cason and Mui (2015).
26 Instructions to coders and the full classification scheme are available upon request.
27 This measure is 0 when the amount of agreement is what random chance would imply, and 1 when 
the coders perfectly agree. Kappa values between 0.41 and 0.60 are considered as “moderate” agreement; 
those above 0.60 as “substantial” agreement (Landis and Koch 1977).
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consolidate the 61 original categories into 12 broader ones. We report the percentage 
of groups with communication where the relevant issue is discussed at least once.28 
From the table, all cartels discuss prices at some point. With leniency, almost all 

Table 11  Selected conversations

Verbatim chats in selected markets and periods. “1” denotes subject 1; “2” denotes subject 2

Profound, Group 14, Period 1 SuPerficial, Group 5, Period 1 Profound, Group 9, Period 6

1 hi 2 Hello 2 what did u do?
2 hi 1 hi 1 why u choose 9
1 i suggest we both choose 10 2 i think i got a plan 2 why didnt u chat
2 I suggest 10 each period 1 do you want to always 2 i can let u have 9
2 yes choose price 10 now and i will have 10
1 nice 2 yes 1 i suppose we choose 10
2 no report 1 ok all the time
1 oke 2 you? 1 report once
1 and we both choose not 1 an for report or not 

report?
2 after it we choose 10

to communicate any more 2 and both report 1st time all time
1 for the rest of the game 1 10 is ok 2 hyes no report
2 great∖ 2 and never communicate 1 not chat anymore
1 any further details again 2 and no report
1 ?? 1 yes 1 always choose 10
2 if one violate the rule, the 1 but i think we should 2 yup

other will report as a penalty... not report 2 oke
1 never
2 ok
2 agree
1 in the worst case we

will loose 9 only once
1 and that is it
1 ok deal

Table 12  Chats, descriptive 
statistics

‘Bench’ denotes Benchmark; ‘Anti’ antitruSt; ‘Prof’ Profound; 
‘Sup’ SuPerficial

Bench Anti Prof Sup

Groups that chat 100% 88% 72% 88%
# of chats per group 

that chats
5.72 1.93 1.77 2.07

Lines per chat 7.73 9.34 9.57 11.61

28 Instances in which coders did not agree are classified as one-half observation.
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discuss the reporting decision; 38-50% discuss future communication; and some 
20% use threats – much more than in antitruSt and Benchmark. Trust issues are 
raised more often in SuPerficial than in Profound. Some groups engage in general 
chitchat, but not all do.

Suppose leniency makes it harder to coordinate, and hence makes conflict resolu-
tion more important, as Cooper and Kühn (2014) suggest. Subjects would then more 
often discuss outcomes of previous periods. This is exactly what we find. In anti-
truSt, only 13% of groups discuss previous periods. In the leniency treatments, this 
is 43% on average. This suggests that free-form communication is especially impor-
tant in leniency, and also may help explain why we do not find an effect of leniency 
in our experiment. The fact that almost all subjects discuss their reporting strategy 
further supports that view.

Coders also classified for each conversation whether an agreement was made and, 
if so, what kind of agreement.29 Table 14 gives an overview. Virtually every cartel 
makes agreements at some point. Many do so on prices. Agreements concerning 
future reporting or communication are also made remarkably often. With leniency, 
73% agree not to report when an investigation is announced.30

Table 13  Chat content

Entries reflect the percentage of groups with communication that discuss the issue at hand at some point 
during the first 20 periods of the experiment. ‘Bench’ denotes treatment Benchmark; ‘Anti’ antitruSt; 
‘Prof’ Profound; ‘Sup’ SuPerficial. � measures the agreement between coders: 1 for perfect agreement; 
0 for no agreement other than by chance

Description Bench Anti Prof Sup �

General chitchat 88% 83% 77% 77% 0.72
Trust issues 65% 37% 12% 57% 0.61
Regarding the course of action 100% 100% 100% 100% 0.84

   Concerning price 100% 100% 100% 100% 0.76
   Concerning reporting decision 92% 93% 0.85
   Concerning communication 12% 57% 38% 50% 0.76
   Concerning # periods proposal valid 26% 13% 35% 20% 0.41
   Explanation of proposal 97% 90% 85% 90% 0.52
   Acceptance or rejection of proposal 100% 100% 100% 90% 0.77

Threats 9% 3% 19% 23% 0.77
Comments concerning previous periods 59% 13% 46% 40% 0.83
Comments concerning experiment 41% 23% 12% 30% 0.64

29 We define a conversation as the chat that takes place in a given market in a given period.
30 Unfortunately, the number of observations is too low to do detailed quantitative analyses of chat 
behavior to trace out possible differences between treatments.
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Summing up: We have:

Result 5 (Inner workings of a cartel) Subjects reach a high level of sophistication in 
their communication. In almost all groups, agreements are made concerning price. 
In treatments with an AA, 35-43% of cartels make agreements concerning future 
communication. With leniency, 73% agree not to report when an investigation is 
announced.

4.6  Regressions

To help understand how past behavior and chats affect market outcomes, Table 15 
reports regressions for the initiation of a cartel and for market prices.31 All treatments 
with an AA are included. In column (1) we do a Cox regression to study the emer-
gence of cartels. Technically we do a survival analysis, where we study the survival 
of competition and the ‘death’ of such a competition spell represents the formation 
of a cartel. For technical reasons, as our left-hand variable we take the number of 
periods with competition plus 1.32 From column (1), a cartel is formed significantly 
later with a leniency program in place, in the sense that competition is more likely to 
survive.33 In other words, cartels take longer to form in that case. This confirms the 
last part of Result 3. Past discoveries also have a negative effect, but that is primarily 
driven by the antitruSt treatment. We do not find an effect of past reports.

In column (2) in Table 15, we study market prices in each period. Using a random-
effects linear regression, we explain the price in each period from the period, the treat-
ment, whether trust issues have been raised (trust), whether threats have been made 
(threats),34 whether participants engaged in chitchat (chitchat), and whether a 
price agreement has been reached that is (still) valid in this period (priceagree).35

From column (2), prices are higher with a price agreement, though not signifi-
cantly so in antitruSt. Also, they are higher in later periods. Intriguingly, raising 
the issue of trust has a negative effect on prices in Profound, but a positive effect 

31 In a companion note we study numerous other regression specifications, available online at http://
marco haan.nl/lenie ncyex perim ent/.
32 Suppose that in a market, a cartel is already formed in the very first period. In that case, there has 
never been any competition in the first place, so we cannot include that observation in our analysis of the 
survival of competition. But that seems odd; our purpose is to study how quickly a cartel is formed; and 
if we do not include observations where cartels are formed immediately, we are surely missing some-
thing. We therefore effectively start our analysis in period 0, when arguably competition is in effect by 
construction. Thus, if subjects decide to form a cartel immediately, we interpret this as the formation of 
a cartel after 1 period of competition. If they decide to form a cartel in period 2, we interpret this as the 
formation of a cartel after two periods of competition, etc.
33 The interaction discovered*sup is not included as this yields too few events to allow for a robust 
estimate.
34 The interaction threats*anti is not included, as that yields too few observations.
35 We chose not to include past discoveries or past reports in this regression. Doing so yields insignifi-
cant coefficients. Details are available upon request.

http://marcohaan.nl/leniencyexperiment/
http://marcohaan.nl/leniencyexperiment/
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in SuPerficial. It is hard to see why the effect would be so different in the two treat-
ments. Therefore, we take this to be a statistical fluke. Threats have a negative effect 
on prices. It seems that general chitchat serves as a mechanism to build trust and 
familiarity; prices are higher if participants have engaged in such chitchat, though 
not significantly so in SuPerficial.

Arguably, we may have an endogeneity problem in (2), as the treatment may 
influence the extent of cartelization, and the extent of cartelization affects prices. 
To avoid this, column (3) includes only prices that were set in a cartel period. This 
regression also allows us to study the effect of past discoveries and past reports on 
current cartel prices. We now see that raising trust issues has a positive effect on 
cartel prices, although this is significant only in SuPerficial. With leniency, cartels 
that have been discovered in the past charge higher prices on average. Apparently, a 
past discovery focuses minds and makes collusion more successful. Past reports do 
not have a significant effect; neither does chitchat.

Finally, we also look at prices in the first cartel episode of a market, in column 
(4). This regression thus studies the effects of communication on the very first car-
tel, so any effect of past defections, reports, etc., are ruled out. Also, threats and 
discussions on trust that are a result of past cartel behavior are filtered out, which 
eliminates another possible source of heterogeneity. Raising trust issues now also 
has a significantly positive effect in antitruSt, whereas chitchat affects prices nega-
tively in SuPerficial. Both trust*sup and threats*prof are still significant.

Summing up: We have:

Result 6 (Past behavior and chats) When we examine all prices we find a positive 
effect of general chitchat, but that effect disappears or is even reversed if we examine 
cartel prices. Similarly, threats leads to lower prices overall, but to higher cartel 
prices in Profound. Past discoveries do lead to higher cartel prices in both leniency 
treatments. Most importantly however, regardless of how we slice the data, we never 
find a significant direct effect of either leniency treatment on prices. Hence, we find 
no evidence whatsoever that leniency has any direct effect on prices.

Table 14  Agreements made

Entries reflect percentage of groups with communication that made 
the agreement at some point during the first 20 periods of the experi-
ment. ‘Bench’ denotes Benchmark; ‘Anti’ antitruSt; ‘Prof’ Pro-
found; ‘Sup’ SuPerficial

Description Bench Anti Prof Sup �

Agreement 100% 100% 100% 93% 0.82
About price 100% 100% 92% 93% 0.80

   Both set price 10 82% 67% 85% 87% 0.83
   Alternate setting 9 and 10 18% 27% 19% 20% 0.92

About reporting 85% 73% 0.93
   Report when investigated 12% 0% 0.48
   No report when investigated 73% 73% 0.89

About communication 6% 43% 35% 40% 0.85
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Table 15  Regressions on cartel initiation and market price

Cartel Market Prices

Initiation All periods Cartel periods First cartel

(1) (2) (3) (4)

period 0.115∗∗∗ 0.005 −0.024
(0.025) (0.021) (0.019)

profound −1.507∗∗∗ −1.044 0.613 0.539
(0.425) (1.016) (0.951) (0.750)

superficial −1.707∗∗∗ −1.260 1.014 0.773
(0.381) (1.023) (0.776) (0.572)

discovered*anti −2.626∗∗∗ 0.114
(0.614) (0.348)

discovered*prof −0.864 1.165∗∗∗

(0.784) (0.359)
discovered*sup 0.709∗∗∗

(0.207)
reports*prof −0.304 0.132

(0.675) (0.296)
reports*sup 0.174 −0.011

(1.051) (0.156)
trust*anti −0.139 0.167 0.738∗

(0.430) (0.155) (0.437)
trust*prof −2.040∗ 0.530 0.709

(1.058) (0.693) (0.880)
trust*sup 2.541∗∗ 1.074∗ 1.258∗∗

(1.273) (0.559) (0.612)
threats*prof −2.230∗ 1.266∗ 1.501∗

(1.204) (0.738) (0.877)
threats*sup −3.125∗ −0.659 −0.808

(1.768) (0.444) (0.550)
chitchat*anti 1.994∗∗ 1.251 0.259

(0.852) (0.781) (0.201)
chitchat*prof 2.689∗∗∗ −0.713 −1.335

(1.015) (0.762) (0.920)
chitchat*sup 0.161 −0.330 −0.560∗∗

(0.342) (0.204) (0.257)
priceagree*anti 0.842

(0.591)
priceagree*prof 2.056∗∗∗

(0.362)
priceagree*sup 3.222∗∗∗

(0.547)
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5  Conclusion

This paper presents experimental evidence on the effectiveness of corporate leni-
ency programs. We allow for free-form communication, and subjects can apply 
for leniency after an antitrust investigation has been announced.

We find the following: Introducing an AA substantially decreases cartel inci-
dence, which is consistent with experiments with restricted communication. Yet, 
such experiments also find that leniency decreases cartel incidence. We do not 
find such an effect. Arguably, this is due to the free-form communication in our 
experiment. Almost all cartels discuss their reporting decision. This helps in 
building trust and mitigates the effect of a leniency program—leaving it almost 
toothless.

We do find weak evidence that adding leniency leads to lower prices on aver-
age. But this is driven entirely by early periods: With leniency, cartels take longer to 
form. Indeed, controlling for this in a regression leaves no significant effect of leni-
ency on prices. We also find strong hysteresis, especially with leniency programs. 
After a cartel terminates, prices remain at a much higher level than before it was in 
place. With leniency, such post-cartel competition prices are not significantly differ-
ent from prices during a cartel.

Also, defection and reporting rates are much lower than in experiments with 
restricted communication. Subjects reach a remarkable level of sophistication in 
their communication. Almost all groups make agreements concerning price. In 
treatments with an AA, 35–43% of cartels make agreements with respect to future 
communication. With leniency, 73% agree not to report the cartel when an investiga-
tion has started.

Table 15  (continued)

Cartel Market Prices

Initiation All periods Cartel periods First cartel

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Constant 6.083∗∗∗ 8.557∗∗∗ 9.112∗∗∗

(0.772) (0.868) (0.567)
Observations 104 1.040 306 240

All treatments with an AA are included. Column (1): Cox regression for the survival of competition. 
All periods are included in which there was no cartel at the start of the period, and for each event the 
number of periods with competition is increased by 1. Columns (2)–(4): Random-effects linear regres-
sion for market price. Sample: all periods (2); all cartel periods (3); all periods in the first cartel epi-
sode (4). discovered indicates whether a cartel was discovered in the past; reports whether 
there were reports in the past; trust whether trust issues were raised now or in the past; threats 
whether threats were made now or in the past; chitchat whether subjects engaged in general chit-
chat, now or in the past; priceagree whether a price agreement was made that still applies in this 
period; anti, prof and sup denote the antitrust, profound and superficial treatment, respectively. 
discovered*anti thus denotes the interaction between the past_discovered and anti-
trust dummy variables, etc. threats*anti not included because of too few observations. In (1) 
discovered*sup is not included because of too few events. Robust standard errors in parentheses. 
*Significant at 10%; **at 5%; ***at 1%
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Summing up: Different from experiments with restricted communication, with 
free-form communication we do not find much of an effect of leniency programs. 
Leniency does not deter cartels. It only delays them. Free-form communication 
allows subjects to build trust and resolve conflicts. Defection rates are remarkably 
low—much lower than in experiments with restricted communication. Indeed, com-
munication is so effective that, with leniency in place, prices are not affected if car-
tels are fined and cease to exist.

As noted, in our experiment, free-form communication allows subjects to build 
trust. Indeed, we find evidence that such trust is stronger (in the sense that cartels 
are more effective) if subjects engage in general chitchat rather than just focus on 
making price agreements. That trust is strong enough to withstand the effect of a 
leniency program.
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